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Executive Summary 
 
 
Company Focus   Our attention to customer needs and expectations and developing a company-wide 
understanding of our customers' requirements is peerless.  We believe this to be a key ingredient for a successful 
security partnership.   To that end, the Westech Security & Investigations, Inc. Management Team is required to 
continually assess the present and future needs of our customers and to be proactive in presenting solutions.    
 
Management   The ownership and senior management of Westech Security & Investigations, Inc. has remained 
constant from inception.   We are a strong, locally owned provider of security services.   Beginning with the 
President, each member of our Management Team is available to you twenty-four hours a day and is committed 
to continuous communication with our customers.   We ask questions, constantly assess situations, respond to 
customer requests expediently and communicate all customer requirements to our field force clearly and directly. 
 
Wages and Benefits   We are confident that our wage schedule, will allow us to attract front line security 
officers highly capable of enforcing technical security procedures while maintaining a professional, courteous, 
and customer friendly demeanor.   The security officers will receive our complete benefit program.   This 
package includes incentives not generally available in our industry, and it strongly drives our ability to retain 
quality personnel. 
 
Training   We focus considerable attention and resources on training our security officers to achieve superior 
levels of professional competence and customer service skills.  Our training is site-specific, closely coordinated 
with our customers’ needs, and continues for the length of the contract.   All training is paid for by Westech 
Security & Investigations, Inc.. 
 
Full-Time Staffing   As new security officers are assigned they will be full-time permanently assigned 
security officers.   By using only full-time security officers, you will receive continuity of service by a 
security staff, which is fully cognizant of all your security requirements.   In addition, several members of 
our auxiliary force, which consists of Senior Officers and Sergeants, will be fully trained to post duties. 
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William Vassell - President  
William “Bill” Vassell started his security career in 1980 as a security officer, while attending 
Western Connecticut State College. Recognizing the need for a quality service provider, Mr. 
Vassell founded Command Security Corporation in 1983 to fill that void. Under his 
leadership, Command Security Corporation grew into a publicly traded company with 
revenues of $100 million and currently trades on the American Stock Exchange under the 
symbol MOC. He served as Chairman and Chief Executive Officer until 2004. 
  
Mr. Vassell has maintained a position as an entrepreneur and industry leader for the last three 
decades. He has been featured in many regional and national publications, including The Los 
Angeles Times and USA Today, as well as in security trade journals. 
  
His professional memberships include the American Society for Industrial Security (ASIS), 
where he was formerly mid-Hudson Chapter Chairman; the National Association of Security 
Companies (NASCO); the Associated Licensed Detectives of New York State (ALDONYS), 
where he was recently president; the International Security Management Association (ISMA); 
and the Building Owners and Managers Association (BOMA). Mr. Vassell has achieved the 
designation of Certified Protection Professional (CPP). In addition, he has served on the 
Sterling National Bank Business Advisory Board. 
 
 Fred McCann – Director of Operations 
   
Fred McCann has more than thirty five years of experience working within the contract 
security industry, starting as a security officer.  For twenty-five of those years he was 
directly responsible for field management, assigning, training, discipline, etc., as well as 
developing and maintaining client relationships for an 800+ employee security company 
here in Connecticut. In addition Fred has 10 years Law Enforcement experience and is a 
graduate of the Connecticut Correctional Academy. Fred’s experience, dedication and 
professionalism have proven valuable to both clients and employees.  
 
As a minority owner and Chief of Operations with Housatonic Security he continued to 
“go the extra mile” providing exceptional service, reliable officers and peace of mind to 
his clients. He is very enthusiastic about bringing his experience and abilities into his new 
venture with William Vassell Services dba Westech Security and Investigations Inc.    
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Scope of Operations 
 
 
Uniformed Security Officers and Security Program Development 
 
Westech Security & Investigations, Inc. provides uniformed security services throughout the state of 
Connecticut.   Our experience and security expertise have prepared us well to provide superior 
service in all types of facilities.   Some examples of our client accounts follow: 
 

- International Headquarters for Major Corporations 
- Multi-Tenant Office Buildings 
- Banks and Branch Bank Security 
- Health Care Facilities and Nursing Homes 
- Hospitals 
- Industrial Production Facilities 
- Research Laboratories 
- Warehouses, Transportation and Shipping Facilities 
- Construction Sites 
- Parking Garages 
- High-Rise Condominiums 
- Patrol Vehicle Operations 
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Corporate Investigations 
 
Our Investigation Services Division is organized and staffed to provide confidential and discrete 
investigative services to professional business clients.   A summary of our capabilities follow: 
 

- Undercover Operations to detect theft, fraud and drug and alcohol use 
- Covert and Overt video camera installations 
- Electronic Countermeasures 
- Executive protection with armed and unarmed personnel 
- Surveillance Operations 
- General Investigative Activity 

 
Purpose of Proposal 
 
 

The purpose of this proposal is to explain, in a practical and straightforward manner, exactly how 
Westech Security & Investigations, Inc. plans to accomplish the goal of providing the high level of 
uniformed security services that the management of the POINT O’ WOODS expects. 
 
For the benefit of those not familiar with our operations, this proposal includes details concerning 
our standard procedures and policies and the members of our staff responsible for implementing our 
service. 
 
Biographical information on Westech Security & Investigations, Inc. staff personnel is also included. 
 
 
 

Our Strategy to Provide Superior Service 
 
 
We at Westech Security & Investigations, Inc. have used the following basic strategy, with great 
success, to ensure that our clients receive the high level of service they expect.  Our strategy, which 
consists of ten steps, is designed to ensure that nothing is overlooked in preparing to service a new 
client. 
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The ten steps to successfully providing uniformed security services are: 
 

1.   Determining Client Needs   6.   Uniforming and Inspecting 

2.   Partnering and Consulting   7.   Supervision and Inspection 

3.   Planning and Supervising   8.   Supporting and Rewarding  

4.   Recruiting and Screening   9.   Security Measures and Procedures 

5.   Training and Testing 10.   Implementation and Follow-Up 
  
On the following pages, we explain in detail, how this strategy can be implemented for the Point O’ 
Woods. 
 
 
 

1.   Determining Client Needs 
 
We must first listen in order to learn the special needs and expectations of our clients.    
 
Understanding that listening to our clients is a continuing process, we have started by learning the 
uniformed security requirements and performance expectations for the Point O’ Woods. 
 
This initial information has been studied and applied to the development of this specific plan to 
achieve or exceed the level of security service expected by the management of the Point O’ Woods. 
 
 

2. Partnering and Consulting 
 
Accepting the fact that team effort produces greater good for all involved in a business enterprise, 
Westech Security & Investigations, Inc. has adopted a partnering practice.   Simply stated, this 
means that every employee, from security officer to senior manager, is trained in the concept and has 
accepted the premise that our clients need more from us than simply supplying a security officer to 
function with robotic instructions.   Most contract security industry providers claim to provide 
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service, but fail to understand that service means much more than simply dispatching a person to 
work at a facility. 
 
We at Westech Security & Investigations, Inc. have established an objective performance indicator 
to ensure that our managers continuously seek opportunities to help our clients succeed in the 
execution of their security responsibilities.   Each Westech Security & Investigations, Inc. manager 
must report to executive management, each quarter and detail all initiatives, projects, tasks, 
consultations and actions they have initiated or participated in for each client serviced.    
 
This partnering approach to servicing our client’s makes everyone involved a winner.   Clients 
receive superior service, security officers enjoy a stable, supportive and rewarding work environment 
and our business continues to grow and prosper. 
 

3.   Planning and Supervising 
 
Westech Security & Investigations, Inc. Owner and William “Bill” Vassell, will meet with and 
consult with your company representatives and oversee the overall implementation of this plan and 
continuing operations.   Mr. Vassell deems it important to meet face-to-face with all clients on a 
regular basis to discuss any concerns each client may have. 
 

 

Director of Operations, Frederick McCann will be responsible for 
preparing our specific plan for your company and supervising its 
implementation and sustaining operations.   This includes close and 
meaningful contact with the City’s representatives to ensure that all of 
your needs and concerns are addressed in a timely manner and have 
been included in our plan. 
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4.   Recruitment, Screening, and Hiring 
 

 
At Westech Security & Investigations, Inc. we are completely cognizant of the importance of a 
through and effective personnel recruitment and selection process.   We realize that all subsequent 
training and supervisory efforts are substantially negated if we fail to attract and hire the best 
personnel available. 
 
Westech Security & Investigations, Inc. uses a detailed and organized approach, similar to those 
used by our clients, to fill their most sensitive positions. 
 
These standards include a stringent check of the applicant's background and interviews with previous 
employers.  Particular attention is given to the applicant's appearance, intelligence, and physical 
condition.  In addition, the applicant must have demonstrated the ability to work well with others, as 
well as on their own. 
 
Applicants who are ultimately hired by Westech Security & Investigations, Inc. are thoroughly 
apprised of our company's commitment to excellence and the standard of conduct, which is 
expected, of them. 
 
The recruitment of these individuals is accomplished through an extensive process.  New employees 
are recruited at local offices, located in our area's strong labor markets, through classified 
advertising, referrals, field recruiting visits to colleges, and other techniques similar to those our own 
clients use. 
 
Once applicants are chosen, we strive to provide our employees with a satisfactory work experience.  
Our efforts in this area make a significant difference in our ability to recruit and retain capable and 
highly qualified personnel.  This is important to our clients in that the retention of experienced 
security personnel is significantly improved. 
 
 POINT O’ WOODS will be staffed with only full-time permanently assigned security officers.   By 
using only full-time security officers, you will receive continuity of service by a security staff, which 
is fully cognizant of all your security requirements.    
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We have established the following minimum qualification standards for personnel to be assigned to 
the Point O’ Woods. 
 

POSITION PROFILES 
 

Security Officer 
 

 High School Graduate or Equivalent 
 Demonstrated 3 Year Work History 
 Effective Communication Skills 
 Physically Able to Perform Duties 
 Proficient in the English Language 
 No Criminal Record 
 Recommendations by Former Employers and Associates 
 Free of Drug and Alcohol Abuse 
 No Record of Violent Behavior 

 
 
 
 

 
 

POLICE STYLE UNIFORM 
 
 
 

 

Once identified as meeting basic qualifications, an applicant’s background is checked to determine 
work history, record of reliability and reason for leaving previous employment.   A criminal history 
inquiry is conducted on all applicants.   Finding of a criminal record excludes an applicant from 
further consideration. 
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5.   Training and Testing 
 
The following training program has been designed to achieve two primary objectives. 
 
First, all security officers must have a base of knowledge of rules, regulations and policies and the 
techniques and procedures that have proven to be effective in carrying out their duties.   
 
Second, all training is structured to familiarize security officers with performance of duties in a 
“professional business environment”.   This means that all training is conducted with student in 
complete uniform and all communication between instructors and students presented as required 
when actually performing duties, i.e., (Yes Sir, Good Morning, May I help you, One moment and I’ll 
get the answer for you).   This emphasis on professional communication and demeanor not only 
pleases our clients, but also contributes significantly to a security officer’s acceptance by the 
employees and visitors with whom they will come into contact. 
 
Our training strategy is implemented in three stages. 
 
Stage One – Pre Assignment Training 
 
Stage Two – On-The-Job Training at the Client Facility 
 
Stage Three – Follow-Up Reinforcement and Special Subject Training 
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Stage One - Pre-Assignment Training 
 
Basic Pre-Assignment training consists of 40 hours, which will include both general basic skill 
subjects and specific subjects relating directly to providing security officers with an understanding of 
industry standards, measures, policies and procedures which will help them to professionally execute 
their duties when faced with new or unusual circumstances at the work site. 
 
 
MODULE 1:   General Orientation and Security Goals 
 
A. Program Introduction 
 

1.  Westech Security & Investigations, Inc.’s Goals, Objectives and Standards 
2.  Company Organization and Resources 
3.  Standards of Conduct 
4.  Code of Ethics 
5.  Uniforms, Proper Wear, Maintenance and Exchange 
6.  Scheduling and Time Sheets 
7.  Bonus Programs and Administration 
8.  Suggestion and Referral Programs 
9.  Equal Employment Opportunity 

10.  Policy for Prevention of Sexual Harassment 
 
B. Role of Contract Security 
 

1.  Understand Client Policies and Goals 
2.  Helping Others 
3.  Crime Prevention 
4.  Protection of Persons and Property 
5.  Deterrence 
6.  Confidentiality and Proprietary Information 
7.  Public Relations 
8.  Reporting to Management 
9.  Security Equipment 

10.  Communications 
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MODULE 2:   Security Skills 
 
A. Patrol Techniques 
 

1. Function of Patrols 
2. Patrol Procedures 
3. Safety: Personal and Industrial 
4. Traffic Control 

 
B.   Access Control 
 

1. Reasons for Access Control 
2. Perimeter Access Control 
3. Access Control Equipment Operation 

 
C. Report Writing and Note Taking 
 

1. Importance of  Taking Notes  
2. Daily Log Reports 
3. Incident and Special Reports 
 
  

MODULE 3:   Criminal Justice and the Security Officer 
 
A. Overview of the Criminal Justice System 

 
 1.  Criminal Law 

          2.  Enforcement/Prevention Methods 
          3.  Security Officer/Citizen Relationships 

 
B. Legal Authority and Limitation of Authority 
 

1. Rights of Property Owners and their Agents 
2. Connecticut Statutes 
3. Detention, Arrest and Limitations 
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4. Probable Cause 
5. Search, Seizure and Limitations 
6. Use of Force and Limitations 

 
MODULE 4:   Emergencies 
 
A.  Fire Prevention, Reporting and Control 
 

1. Classes of Fires 
2. Causes of Fires 
3. Recognition and Identification of Fire Hazards 
4. Fire Fighting, Control and Detection Equipment 
5. Security Officer’s Role in Fire Prevention 
6. Use of Extinguishing Equipment 

 
B. Response to Emergencies 
 

1. Red Cross certified CPR and First Aid Training 
2. Bomb Threats and Explosives 
3. Natural Disasters 
4. Crimes in Progress  
5. Equipment Failures 

 
Stage Two – On-The-Job Training at the Client Facility 
 
This training which normally consists of between 16 and 40 hours, depending on the complexity of 
the duties and responsibilities, is implemented by training all security personnel assigned, to a 
standard, whereby they can perform the full scope of their duties, including reacting properly to 
unusual and emergency situations. 
 
This training is conducted one-on-one by the Operations Manager, Site Manager or other assigned 
supervisor. 
 
In order to control the consistency and quality of this on-the-job training, all personnel will be tested 
with both a written and performance test prior to being allowed to work alone. 
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Stage Three – Quarterly Follow-Up and Special Subject Training 
 
In order for a training program to be effective, it must be an ongoing process.   Specialized training 
classes and presentations are conducted throughout the year to address changes and continually 
improve the knowledge, skills, and competence of our security officers and supervisors.  These 
specialized programs are held on a quarterly basis, and classes are typically four hours in duration.  
In addition to our own training specialists, recognized experts in the fields of law enforcement, 
education, and security conduct these classes.  Topics covered include, but are not limited to, the 
following: 
 
 Prevention/Protection 
 

- Public Relations 
- Crime Prevention Measures 
- Inspections and Audits 
- Personnel Control and ID Systems 
- Access Control 
- Alarm Systems 
- Property and Material Removal Systems 
- Police/Security Cooperation 
- Escorts 

 

 
  
             Enforcement and Investigations 
 

- Advanced Report Writing 
- Responding to Crime Scenes 
- Crime Scene Investigations  
- Interview Techniques 
- Collection and Preservation of Evidence 
- Enforcing Company Rules and Regulations 
- Enforcing Parking and Traffic Regulations 
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 Special Security Problems 
 

- Handling Bomb Threats 

- Arson Prevention 
- Weapons Training 
- Retail Security 
- Defense Tactics 
- Corporate Investigations 
- Executive and Personal Protection 

 
All of the aforementioned training is conducted formally, and security employees must demonstrate 
interest, competence, and proficiency, or they are not allowed to continue. 
 
Testing is done by supervision to monitor the effectiveness of these programs.   Programs are 
focused on the specific needs and requirements of the account.   Client representatives are always 
invited, as well as any client personnel who might benefit from the training.   The programs are 
required for all Westech Security & Investigations, Inc. security officers and they are paid for all 
time spent in training. 
 
 
 
Security Supervisor Training 
 
Westech Security & Investigations, Inc. believes in promoting from the ranks of those security 
officers demonstrating the maturity, reliability and initiative necessary for success in a challenging 
service environment.  Our managers are continuously on the lookout for potential Site and Field 
Supervisors, and management prospects, from among the ranks of our Security Officers.   
 
Once identified, a supervisor candidate is enrolled in our security supervisor's course.   This 
challenging course not only provides the potential supervisor with the necessary training, but also 
serves to challenge a candidate’s motivation to accept greater responsibility.  Following successful 
completion of the course, new supervisors are given intensive support as they develop.  
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6.   Uniform and Inspection 
 
 
Westech Security & Investigations, Inc. insists that its personnel be professionally and meticulously 
attired at all times.   In support of this requirement, all uniforms and replacement items are fully paid 
for by Westech Security & Investigations, Inc. and all uniformed employees are paid a uniform 
cleaning allowance.  
 
Following are examples of our standard issue uniforms.   Some of our clients require special 
distinctive uniforms for a variety of reasons.   Should your Company have a requirement for a 
distinctive uniform, please let us know and we will obtain and present samples for approval. 
 
Our uniform issue plan for the POINT O’ WOODS is as follows: 
 
Military/Police Type Uniform 
 

2 Name Plates 5 Long Sleeve Shirts 

1 Breast Badge 5 Short Sleeve Shirts 

2 Belts, Black 4 Trousers, Winter Weight 

2 Caps, Winter Weight 4 Trousers, Summer Weight 

2 Caps, Summer Weight 2 Sweaters (Commando) 

4 Ties 1 Raincoat, Reflective Yellow 

1 Jacket, Heavy 1 Rain Hat, Reflective Yellow 

1 Jacket, Medium  
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7.   Supervision and Inspection 
 
 
Westech Security & Investigations, Inc. accomplishes supervision and identifies problems through 
the implementation of our three-stage supervision program.   All security officer operations are 
supervised on-site, when staffing levels permit, by Sergeants, Lieutenants and/or Captains. All 
supervision is supplemented by frequent Field Supervisor visits.   There are Field Supervisors on 
duty, at all times, making unannounced inspection visits at client facilities and responding to our 
officers in need of assistance or reinforcement.   In addition, all members of our management staff 
and company principals personally visit sites to audit our operations, support our security officers 
and determine client satisfaction with our service. 
 
This level of direct involvement ensures not only monitoring of operations, but has the added benefit 
of preparing Westech Security & Investigations, Inc. personnel for their responsibility to participate 
with Client Management in continually evaluating policies and procedures as business operations 
change and new technological developments become available. 
 
Westech Security & Investigations, Inc. encourages the use of Client surveys to obtain broad range 
and specific feedback from facility employees and visitors.   This information aids in monitoring 
security operations and facilitates a continuing effort to fine-tune our operations to meet the needs 
and expectations of our clients. 
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8.   HOLIDAYS & FUNERAL LEAVE 
 

Holiday Pay 
 
New Year Day 
Memorial Day 
Independence Day 
Labor Day 
Thanksgiving Day 
Christmas Day 
 
Security Officers are paid double time for holidays worked. 
 
 
Funeral Leave 
 
In the event of death of a spouse, child, stepchild, parent, sister or brother, Security Officers are 
granted up to two days absence with pay
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9.   Security Measures and Program Development 
 
 
Incident Reporting System 
 
The Westech Security & Investigations, Inc. incident reporting system consists of four primary 
functions: 
 
1.  Recognizing that a reportable incident has occurred 
 
2.  Notifications of specified supervisors and managers 
 
3.  Documentation of incident facts in written reports 
 
4.  Evaluating incidents to discover if there are weaknesses in the system that require modification, 

improvement, or change. 
 
All WSI Security Officers and Supervisors are trained in the concepts of Incident Reporting and 
provided with written instructions for each post manned.    The written instructions provide detail 
regarding what constitutes a reportable incident and the persons to be notified in a specified order. 
 
All reportable incidents are recorded in written reports and copies are provided to Clients. 
 
Many Clients have unique incident report requirements, which will be incorporated into our standard 
procedures. 
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The Westech Security & Investigations, Inc. Manager having direct responsibility for a particular 
Client Account will monitor incident reports as they occur and will provide immediate notification to 
the appropriate Client Contact and Westech Security & Investigations, Inc.s Executive Management. 
 
 
 
Security Program Development 
 
An effective security program means more than hardware alone.  The selection and implementation 
of an effective security program can be a complicated process.  It requires a thorough knowledge of 
facility operations, management structure, and building design, in addition to expertise in security 
devices, systems, and procedures. 
 
Our approach to security program development involves defining a client’s specific needs, 
establishing various alternative solutions, and selecting and recommending the solution that will 
provide the optimum security system within budget constraints.  Throughout this process the client’s 
views are solicited and obtained and feedback is provided to ensure client satisfaction.  Westech 
Security & Investigations, Inc.’s security team specialists take into consideration building layout, 
external topography and type of intrusion detection devices to be utilized, interior and exterior access 
control alarm stations and the costs associated with a security system or program.   
 
Define program objectives 
 
At this stage, customized design criteria and a preliminary system description are developed.  
Questions, which must be answered, include: 
 

 What must be protected? 
 

 Your visitors 
 Your employees 
 Your facility 
 Your assets 
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 From what or whom must these items be protected? 
 

 Theft 
 Sabotage 
 Vandalism 
 Terrorism 
 Espionage 
 Other acts 

 
 Are there regulatory agencies involved? 

 
 Which ones? 
 How do the regulations apply? 

 
 How can security be optimized while having minimum impact on normal operations? 

 
 What are the possible future needs? 

 
 Expandability 
 Flexibility 

 
 Throughout the design, selection and installation of the security system or overall security 

program, the Westech Security & Investigations, Inc. staff has as their goal a reliable, cost-
effective system, which meets client-defined requirements. 

 
We offer cost-free periodic audits and site surveys to assist our clients in fully optimizing their 
security programs.  Site conditions, management requirements, building operations and regulations 
are all subject to change.  Our audits are designed to uncover problems, identify causes of problems 
within a system, and recommend solutions. 
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10.    Implementation and Follow-Up 

 
 
Transition and Implementation Planning 
 
The following outline for a transition plan is provided as a sample plan.   An actual plan for POINT O’ 
WOODS will be prepared for your approval upon receiving a scheduled start date. 
 
This transition plan reflects the special activities necessary to assure staffing, pre-training and start-up 
operations. 
 
Our new job start-up procedures will assure a seamless transition of uniformed security that is 
unmatched in the industry. 
 
Should our company be selected as your service provider, we would recommend 30 days as the 
optimum time period for full transition implementation.   Upon proposal acceptance, we will prepare a 
plan to provide immediate emergency service in the event it is needed. 
 
Fredrick McCann will direct our start-up operations.   In this effort, Fredrick will have and utilize the 
full resources of our company in support. 
 
We recommend that implementation be set for Fridays at normal shift change time, between the 
afternoon and evening shifts.   Westech Security & Investigations, Inc. managers and supervisors will 
remain on-site through the first weekend, to supervise one-on-one, On-The-Job Training for the full 
staff.   This weekend of special training will provide an opportunity for all security officers and 
supervisors to practice their procedures and the systems they will operate.   The Transition Team will 
remain on-site until the client contact determines that the transition is complete. 
  
A sample “Time and Action Plan” is also included.    The plan can be finalized, upon final agreement, as 
to conversion dates for specific facilities or buildings.   The final plan will contain every quantifiable 
action to be accomplished for each building, facility, or function. 
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TIME AND ACTION PLAN 

(THIS IS A SAMPLE PLAN - 30 DAYS) 
 
       
      
      
      
      
      
      

DAY DATE WEEK TIME EVENT STAFF MEMBER 
NUMBER   DAY     RESPONSIBLE 

0 1/12/2009 MONDAY 8:00 AM RECEIVE NOTIFICATION OF 
PROPOSAL ACCEPTANCE DIRECTOR OF OPS 

        
UPON RECEIPT OF PROPOSAL 
ACCEPTANCE, THIS PLAN WILL 
BE COMPLETED 

  

1 1/13/2009 TUESDAY 8:00 AM 

SCHEDULE MEETINGS WITH 
CLIENT CONTACT FOR SECURITY 
SURVEY AND RECEIVING 
INSTRUCTIONS FOR SECURITY 
OFFICER TRAINING 

DIRECTOR OF OPS 

3 1/14/2009 WEDNESDAY 8:00 AM 

SUPORT STAFF ORIENTATION 
FOR SECURITY OFFICER 
SELECTION, TRAINING AND 
UNIFORMING 

DIRECTOR OF OPS 

4 1/15/2009 THURSDAY 8:00 AM START RECRUITING AND 
SCREENING PROCESS 

PERSONNEL MANAGER 
AND OPERATIONS 
MANAGER 

4 1/15/2009 THURSDAY 8:00 AM SCHEDULE INTERVIEWS WITH 
EXISTING EMPLOYEES OPERATIONS MANAGER 

5 1/16/2009 FRIDAY 8:00 AM SECURITY SURVEY OF FACILITY 
WITH CLIENT CONTACT 

DIRECTOR OF OPS AND 
OPERATIONS MANAGER 

8 1/19/2009 MONDAY 8:00 AM CONTINUE RECRUITING AND 
SCREENING PROCESS 

PERSONNEL MANAGER 
AND TRAINING 
MANAGER 

8 1/19/2009 MONDAY 8:00 AM ORDER ANY UNIFORM ITEMS 
NEEDED PERSONNEL MANAGER 

Note: This Time and Action Plan is our standard strategy for monitoring new job start-ups. This plan 
ensures that nothing will be missed or overlooked and can be monitored by both Westech Security & 
Investigations, Inc. Executive Management and our Clients.    If we are chosen to service your company, 
we are anticipating working with you to prepare security officer instructions and any other actions 
considered appropriate, beginning with award of the contract.  
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SAMPLE TIME AND ACTION PLAN - CONTINUED 

10 1/21/2009 WEDNESDAY 8:00 AM REVIEW RESULTS OF SECURITY 
SURVEY WITH CLIENT CONTACT DIRECTOR OF OPS 

12 1/23/2009 FRIDAY 8:00 AM CONDUCT ORIENTATION 
TRAINING TRAINING MANAGER 

15 1/26/2009 MONDAY 8:00 AM 
PRESENT DRAFT OF SECURITY 
OFFICER INSTRUCTIONS TO 
CLIENT CONTACT 

DIRECTOR OF OPS 

19 1/30/2009 FRIDAY 8:00 AM BRIEF CLIENT CONTACT ON 
STATUS OF OPERATIONS GENERAL MANAGER 

22 2/2/2009 MONDAY 8:00 AM CONDUCT TRAINING TRAINING MANAGER 

23 2/3/2009 TUESDAY 8:00 AM CONDUCT TRAINING TRAINING MANAGER 

24 2/4/2009 WEDNESDAY 8:00 AM CONDUCT TRAINING TRAINING MANAGER 

25 2/5/2009 THURSDAY 8:00 AM CONDUCT FINAL TRAINING TRAINING MANAGER 

25 2/5/2009 THURSDAY 8:00 AM 
PRESENT FINALIZED SECURITY 
OFFICER INSTRUCTIONS TO 
CLIENT FOR APPROVAL 

DIRECTOR OF OPS 

26 2/6/2009 FRIDAY 8:00 AM 
CONTINUE TO TRAIN AND 
PREPARE SECURITY OFFICERS 
FOR DUTY 

TRAINING MANAGER 
AND OPERATIONS 
MANAGER 

26 2/6/2009 FRIDAY 8:00 AM FINAL COORDINATION WITH 
CLIENT CONTACT DIRECTOR OF OPS 

26 2/6/2009 FRIDAY 8:00 AM 

FULL DRESS REHEARSAL AT 
CLIENT FACILITY - IF NOT 
AVAILABLE REHEARSE AT OFF-
SITE LOCATION 

DIRECTOR OF OPS 

30 2/9/2009 MONDAY 6:00 AM 
ASSEMBLE FULL START-UP 
STAFF FOR MOVEMENT TO 
CLIENT FACILITY 

DIRECTOR OF OPS 

30 2/9/2009 MONDAY 6:15 AM FINAL INSPECTION OF SECURITY 
OFFICERS OPERATIONS MANAGER 

30 2/9/2009 MONDAY 7:00 AM IMPLEMENT FULL OPERATIONS DIRECTOR OF OPS 
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Staff Assignments 
 

 
ACTIVITY       STAFF RESPONSIBLE 
 
Executive Oversight      William Vassell 
 
Central Coordinator      Fredrick McCann 
 
Arrange meetings with your Company    Fredrick McCann 
Representatives to obtain full operating policy 
and requirements for training 
 
Assign all transition and operational     Frederick McCann 
tasks to specific staff members 
 
Coordinate training                    Roger Devack 
and orientation briefings 
 
Survey and identify all security officer    Roger Devack 
duty requirements    
 
Advertising and Recruitment     Roger Devack 
 
Training Program      Roger Devack 
 
Operations Manager Functions     
        Joe McCarthy 
 
Preparation, staffing, and publishing    Joe McCarthy 
Security Officer Operating Instructions                           
 
Oversee Start-Up Operations on-site    All Managers and Supervisors 
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Insurance Coverage 
 
 
 
General Liability 
 

 
Comprehensive Form 
Premises-Operations 
Broad Form Property Damage 
Independent Contractors 
Personal Injury 
Errors and Omissions 

 
 
Umbrella Liability 
 
 
Worker’s Compensation and Employer’s Liability 
 
 
Automobile Liability 
 

Comprehensive Form 
Owned 
Hired 
Non-Owned 

 
Bonded by Connecticut State Police 
 
 
A certificate of insurance will be provided on request. 
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Westech Security & Investigations, Inc. LLC – Client References 
 
Bristol Public Library  
5 High Street                                           
Bristol CT 06010 
860-584-7787 
 
 
UNIVERSITY OF NEW HAVEN     
300 Boston Post Road 
West Haven, Ct              
Campus Police, Chief Donald Parker 
203-932-7015 
 
 
Amistad Academy Middle School 
130 Edgewood Ave. 
New Haven Ct.  
Felix Roman 
203-464-4979 
 
 
Point O’Woods      
Old Lyme CT  06371          
Fred Callahan 
(860) 209-2944 
 
 
UNH Marvin K Peterson Library 
300 Boston Post Rd. 
West Haven Ct. 
Hanko H Dobi 
203-932-7191 
 
 
Security Resources Inc.       
1155 Marlkress Road 
Cherry Hill NJ 08003 
(856) 310-9463 
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Westech Security & Investigations, Inc. LLC – Client References 
 
 
Protos Security         
PO Box 306 
Cloverdale VA 24077 
(540) 446-5727 
 
 
NESCTC Security Agency      
46 Molter Street,  
Cranston RI  0291 
(401) 921-1002 
 
 
 Old Lyme Shores 
 Old Lyme Ct. 
 Paul Yellen 
 860-823-8573 
 
 
 Oakridge Forest 
 Old Lyme Ct. 
 Laurie Obrien 
 860-729-4681 
 
 
 Town Of Darien 
 Pear Tree Beach 
 Weed Beach 
 2 Renshaw Rd. Darien 
 203-656-7300 
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Westech  
Security & Investigations, Inc. 

 

 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
  

Mobile Patrol Operations 

 
 
 

MOBILE PATROL OPERATIONS IS A COST EFFECTIVE 
SECURITY MEASURE WHICH EXTENDS A SECURITY 

OFFICER PRESENCE OVER A LARGER AREA, 
MULTIPLIES DETERRENCE AND MINIMIZES EXPENSE 

 
 

BACKUP PATROL VEHICLES ARE MAINTAINED TO PREVENT 
LOSS OF SERVICE IN THE EVENT OF A BREAKDOWN 

Westech Security & Investigations, Inc. LLC 
 

1255 Middlebury Road, Middlebury, Connecticut 06762 (203) 577-6555 or  
FAX: (203) 577-3555 E-Mail:  fmccann@westechinvestigationsinc.com 


